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Abstract
Proverbs are unique linguistic expressions
used by humans in the process of commu-
nication. They are frozen expressions and
have the capacity to convey deep semantic
aspects of a given language. This paper
describes ProverbNet, a novel online mul-
tilingual database of proverbs and compre-
hensive metadata equipped with a multi-
purpose search engine to store, explore, un-
derstand, classify and analyse proverbs and
their metadata. ProverbNet has immense
applications including machine translation,
cognitive studies and learning tools. We
have 2320 Sanskrit Proverbs and 1136
Marathi proverbs and their metadata in
ProverbNet and are adding more proverbs
in different languages to the network.

1 Introduction
According to Norrick (2015), proverbs are self-
contained, didactic linguistic units, and their
content is usually fixed and poetic. Proverbs
contain the same words as ordinary sentences,
but are frozen expressions and have a non-
compositional meaning, created by humans
and handed down through generations (Mei-
der, 2004). Proverbs can be used to present
facts, refer to human socio-cultural events,
give advice, and critique behavior (Lubis,
2019). Understanding of metaphorical ideas
and a priori knowledge is essential for get-
ting from the literal meaning of the proverb
to its hidden and intended meaning. The cru-
cial task of machine translation fails to trans-
late proverbs because of the inability to de-
tect proverbs automatically and incorrectness
of direct translation. As proverbs are just like
any other sentences, it is difficult to detect
them in textual corpus automatically. There

are a few proverbs that have counterparts in
other languages, and sometimes we can ob-
tain them via direct translation, but many
times, they are entirely different. Proverbs can
be categorized into various classes and cate-
gories (Lauhakangas, 2001). They are usually
static multi-word expressions having specific
keywords. In most cases, we cannot change
even a single word in the proverb. If done,
then it becomes a simple sentence without an
accepted non-compositional meaning.

For all languages in the Indo-European fam-
ily in India, Sanskrit is considered to be linked
to them historically. Sanskrit is one of the
oldest documented members of the Indo Eu-
ropean family (Woodard, 2008). Since it is
an ancient language, the wisdom embedded
in Sanskrit proverbs has been carried forward
for thousands of years. However, nowadays
the use of proverbs has reduced even in the
native spoken languages, let alone the use of
proverbs in the Sanskrit language. To pre-
serve these wisdom-packed proverbs, we re-
quire a digital database with the analysis of
the proverbs. Some compilations are found
having internet base. However, the collections
of Sanskrit proverbs found on the internet are
comparatively small and limited only to the
famous proverbs. People refer to these compi-
lations when they are in want of a particular
proverb, or the proverbs related to a particular
theme or concept. For such reference, a mere
compilation does not suffice. There should be
an online database in a searchable form. As far
as Indian languages are concerned, there are
no databases of proverbs available and our tool
removes this desideratum, and this Proverb-
Net may act as a single reference point.
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2 Literature Survey

To the best of our knowledge, no online mul-
tilingual database of proverbs with compre-
hensive metadata focused on Sanskrit and
other Indian Languages exists. We, there-
fore present a survey of related literature –
the sources from which we compiled proverbs,
proverbial analysis, cognition, multi-word ex-
pressions, wordnets, online proverb databases
and possible applications.

There are many offline collections of
proverbs. Ābhāṇakajagannātha by Jagannath
(Jagannath, 2009) is a compilation of new
proverbs in Sanskrit. Manwaring (1899) has
collected, translated and classified a total of
1910 Marathi proverbs. Bharatiya Kahavat
Sangraha by Naravane (1978) is a collection
of proverbs in three volumes of proverbs in fif-
teen Indian Languages and can be called as
the Gītā of Indian Proverbs. Bhosale (2016)
has composed a collection of proverbs from
Marathi language which may go into oblivion
soon and has tried to preserve these proverbs.
Such collections are essential in preserving the
treasure of language.

A vast amount of literature exists on prover-
bial analysis. Several books (Honeck and
Temple, 1994; Mieder et al., 1994; Honeck,
2016; Bhagwat, 1985; Brough, 1953) and ar-
ticles (Bronkhorst, 2005; Temple, 1999; Swin-
ney, 1979) provide deep insights into the jour-
ney of the meaning of a proverb from literal
meaning to its suggestive meaning. Meider
(2004) explores definitions, classification, ori-
gin, dissemination, collection, and various case
studies of proverbs. Grzybek (2014) presents
a semiotical study of proverbs in pragmati-
cal, syntactical, and semantical dimensions. A
psychological study suggests that the ability
or inability to explain meanings of proverbs
indicates the presence or absence of abstract
thinking abilities, and a strong understand-
ing of proverbs reveals essential insights into
how people conceptualise metaphorical ideas
(Gibbs and Beitel, 1995). According to Fer-
retti et al. (2007), people should be able to un-
derstand the non-compositional meanings of
proverbs directly without having to first think
about and reject their literal meanings.

Proverbs belong to a class of multi-word
expressions. Therefore, research conducted

for the identification and analysis of multi-
word expressions can be applied to the anal-
ysis of proverbs. Tsvetkov and Wintner (2014)
present a survey on analysing multi-word ex-
pressions and provides a more in-depth under-
standing of tasks related to multi-word expres-
sions like discovery, identification and transla-
tion.

When it comes to creating and populating
proverb databases, automatic identification of
proverbs from a textual corpus is beneficial.
Quite a few ways of automatically identify-
ing proverbs exist. Rassi et al. (2014) identify
proverbs and their variants by creating a fi-
nite state automaton with thirteen commonly
found syntactic patterns in proverbs and then
test on Brazilian Portuguese journalistic cor-
pus. Sidhu et al. (2010) describes a word-
based algorithm that splits input text and
known proverbs and to find proverb variants
in a given text and uses this to perform ma-
chine translation. Garg and Goyal (2014) per-
form automatic extraction of idioms, proverbs
and their variations from text using statistical
approaches.

A significant amount of research has been
done in the creation of lexical databases.
Princeton WordNet (G. A. Miller, 1990) is a
massive database of English lexicons. Sanskrit
wordnet (Kulkarni et al., 2010) is more than
just a dictionary and gives different relations
between synsets which represent unique con-
cepts. Indo wordnet (Bhattacharyya, 2010)
is a wordnet in multiple Indian Languages.
These wordnets are extensive, but their focus
is on single words and not multi-word expres-
sions or proverbs.

Online proverb databases usually attempt at
aggregating proverbs of one or two languages.
Lauhakangas (2013) created a multilingual
database of proverbs in European Languages.
Our database is focused towards Indian lan-
guages, contains more metadata, flexible cate-
gorisation, more features and addresses a dif-
ferent set of goals.

3 Main Contribution

We introduce ProverbNet, an intricate net-
work of multilingual proverbs equipped with
a multipurpose search engine that contains ex-
tensive metadata and detailed cognitive analy-
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Figure 1: ProverbNet Block Diagram

sis. We gather inspiration from Sanskrit Word-
Net (Kulkarni et al., 2010) and Indo WordNet
(Bhattacharyya, 2010) to design the interface.
In order to populate this database and amelio-
rate the data entry process, we have designed
an easy to use and elegant data entry inter-
face. We have also designed a search engine to
perform queries on this database. The block
diagram of the system is shown in figure 1. We
will now explain the system, and describe the
details of various fields and their importance
in the next section.

4 ProverbNet Database and Data
Entry Interface

We have designed ProverbNet to contain com-
prehensive metadata about proverbs. We
choose and present the data such that it ben-
efits both, an amateur reader and a proficient
researcher in Paremiology. The data entry in-
terface (figure 2) is fast, responsive, and el-
egant. The interface is written in React, a
JavaScript framework, and uses material-UI
components. Currently, we have 2320 San-
skrit proverbs in the ProverbNet database.
Amongst them, 1000 proverbs frequently oc-
cur in typical Sanskrit dialogues. Rest of
the proverbs are from Ābhāṇakajagannātha,
a book that comprises of 1320 new and rare
Sanskrit proverbs. We also have 1366 Marathi
proverbs, and we are adding proverbs of other

languages to the database.
The Data Entry Interface enhances the data

entry experience by providing various features
like language selectors for appropriate data
fields, phonetic transliteration from English
to any of the selected languages, and a vir-
tual keyboard to type in the desired language.
When the phonetic transliteration option is se-
lected, and a language for a particular text
box is chosen, one can type a word in English
and press space to get the phonetic transliter-
ation of the word into that language. If the
transliterated word is incorrect, the user can
press backspace to get more word recommen-
dations, and they can replace their word ac-
cordingly. A virtual keyboard of the selected
language appears under each text field when
the option is enabled. The interface has dif-
ferent types of input fields depending on the
type of data. On clicking the submit button,
the data gets validated and then gets entered
into the database. Now we explain the impor-
tance of the fields present in our database and
the data entry interface.

Proverb: The user can enter a proverb in
their language of choice.

Literal Meaning: The literal meaning of the
proverb, preferably in English. It is what
someone would say if they considered it as a
typical sentence without any figurative mean-
ing.
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Figure 2: Data entry interface

Secondary meanings: Most of the times,
the literal meaning of a proverb does not dis-
close the actual meaning it wants to convey.
Hence, after following the literal meaning of
the proverb, we have to advance to its sec-
ondary meaning, lakṣaṇā.

Suggestive meanings: A proverb is not ut-
tered in vacuum or isolation. A proverb is
almost always a reactionary utterance to ei-
ther refer to something that has happened
or to refer to something that will probably
take place. So knowing the context in which
we use the proverb becomes vital in under-
standing the essence of a proverb. The same
proverb can be uttered in multiple situations
by different speakers. This subjectivity is
not covered in secondary meaning (Lakṣaṇā)
as secondary meaning limits itself to figura-
tive meaning.Hence a third vṛtti is required
to reach the essence of a proverb. This
third vṛtti is termed vyañjanā, [the sugges-
tive power (meaning)] in Sanskrit linguistics.
The metaphorical meaning takes into consid-
eration how a proverb yields itself to multi-
ple situations. Understanding, the literal and
figurative meanings of a proverb, is only a
part of comprehending the proverb completely.
The comprehension of a proverb as a whole
(and not just the meaning) will be complete
only when the listener can relate the proverb

to different situations. Therefore the sug-
gestive meaning expresses the essence of the
proverb. Literal, figurative, and suggestive
meanings (i.e., Abhidhā, Lakṣaṇā, Vyañjanā)
of a proverb are present in the ProverbNet.
Proverbs are ‘frozen expressions’ with univer-
sally accepted fixed meanings hence the vari-
ations with reference to context will be mini-
mum.

Cognition of the proverb: Most proverbs
may allude to some universal truths or com-
mon human behaviours. Thus like morale of a
story, cognition of proverb gives morale of the
proverb wherever applicable.

Keywords and keyword categories:
Lauhakangas (2001) describes classifica-
tion of proverbs into different categories. For
better clustering of proverbs and search, we
enter certain keywords of those proverbs and
define categories. We select the important
words from the proverb or their synonyms as
keywords. Further, we classify these keywords
into emotions, animal names, body parts, and
similar categories. This facilitates the search
of proverbs containing specific words.

Type of proverb: The nature of proverbs are
classified into five broad categories, viz. obser-
vation, criticism, comment, suggestion, advice.
Based on the type of the proverb, the user may
select zero or more of these types.
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Observations: The user may enter any spe-
cific observations regarding the use of the
proverb. Sometimes proverb and its literal
meaning may lead to a positive outcome, but
the action is aimed at the elimination of harm-
ful things. For example, Mule Kuthār | The
English translation of the proverb is ‘Nipping
in the bud’, which means destroying a thing
from its root. While we normally perceive
destruction as bad, if the outcome is posi-
tive, the action may still be termed as good.
Since the proverb suggests destruction, the
observation for this proverb is ‘negative po-
larity’. Another example of negative polarity
is Vināshkale Viparitbuddhi | Here the words
have a negative tone, and the outcome is also
negative. On the other hand, carāti carato
bhaga:| is a proverb having neither a negative
tone nor a negative outcome. The observation
for this proverb is ‘positive polarity’.

Examples: The user may enter examples of
the proverb in a contextual paragraph. The
understanding of the use of proverb and its
nuances grows with repeated exposure to a
proverb. Therefore, examples would help the
reader understand the use of proverb and show
a possible usage of the proverb as well.

Reference: The user may enter the source
of a proverb if available. In Sanskrit, many
proverbs originate from Sanskrit Subhaṣhitas.
Many Subhaṣhitas have a structure where the
first line or first three lines provide an ex-
ample, and the last line summarises the ob-
servation. The last line is commonly used
as proverb rather than quoting entire shloka.
Many of us are not even aware that a partic-
ular sūkti is part of a verse. If we understand
the whole verse, it becomes easier to under-
stand the essence of that sūkti on the backdrop
of the thought/ idea conveyed in the whole
verse. E.g. Maunm sarvārthsadhanm | keep-
ing mum or remaining silent is beneficial. It is
the last caraṇa, i.e. line of the following verse.

Ātmno mukhdosheṇ badhyante shuksārikāh |
Bakāstatra na badhyante Maunm sarvārthsadhanm ||

Parrots are caged because of their quality
of imitating the human language in a sweet
voice, but cranes are not caged because they
do not speak. Therefore remaining silent is al-
ways beneficial (keeps you free). When we un-
derstand this sūkti on the backdrop of parrots
being caged and the cranes remaining free, we

experience the specific shade of this proverb.
The same is with a philosophical sūkti which
has been drawn on the Bhagavadgītā, Up-
aniṣhad, Bhāgavatapurāṇa. Thus taking into
consideration the background or the source of
the sūkti helps us in extracting scent of the
meaning from the proverb.

For some proverbs, there is reference to a
story. Knowledge of the story is essential for
complete cognition. A case from English lan-
guage is ‘David v/s Goliath’. While a reader
may comprehend it as a tussle between two
persons, if the story of David and Goliath is
known, one understands it as a fight of a small
person with a mightier one. It is better to be
aware of the story behind the shloka to com-
prehend the proverb completely.

For example, the complete shloka of the
proverb Fatātopo Bhayankarh | is

Nirvisheṇāpi sarpeṇ kartavyā mahati fanā |
Viṣamstu na vāpyastu fatātopo Bhayankarh ||

However, even understanding the śloka does
not complete the comprehension until the
story is told. Thus, the proverb may become
part of the regular vocabulary, but the śloka
may not. Here, we have given the complete
subhāṣita/śloka and its source wherever avail-
able. Related context and references are also
provided where necessary. This helps in better
cognition of the proverb.

Parallels in other languages: One can enter
proverbs that have equivalent or similar mean-
ings in other languages. Historically, proverbs
from Sanskrit can be said to have come down
into modern Indian languages sometimes with
variations. It is also observed that proverbs
in different languages express a similar con-
cept. Such similar proverbs may help a reader
better understand the nuanced meaning of a
proverb in Sanskrit. It will also throw light
on how a proverb may have undergone change
when it moved from Sanskrit to other lan-
guage. An example is illustrated in figure 5.
There is already an existing book of parallel
proverbs in Indian languages spanning more
than 1000 proverbs across around 10 Indian
languages including Sanskrit (Naravane, 1978).
We will be using it as a resource for building
the database. However there is no metadata
i.e., it is not searchable for similar proverbs,
opposite proverbs, keyword search etc. Along
with these features the ProverbNet explains
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primary, secondary and suggestive meanings
of the proverbs and it also contains the exam-
ples of the usage.

Specifics: Wherever applicable, the user can
add specific references to Mythology, History
or Culture. For example, Ishvarechā baliyasee
| is related to Indian mythology due to refer-
ence to God Shankara. The proverb naro vā
kuñjaro vā is related to history as it has ref-
erence to a story from Mahābhārata and we
can say that the usage of this proverb has
started after Mahābhārata. The proverb va-
sudhaiva kuṭumbakam has specific reference
to Indian culture as this thought encompasses
the essence of Indian philosophy.

Process of cognition through the process of
Shābdabodha: The following kārikā tells us
the process of Shābdabodha.

Padjnyānm hi karaṇm dvāram tartar padārthdhi |
Shābdabodh falam tatra vṛttidhi sahakāriṇi ||

It means: (padajñāna) cognition of the word
(maybe the sound or the alphabets) is an in-
strumental cause (the most effective means in
Shābdabodh). Cognition of the meaning of
the word (padārthdhi) is the gateway of the
śābdabodha, vṛtti helps us to lead to the final
goal that is śābdabodha, and the result is the
verbal cognition. In order to cognise a proverb
through the theory of śābdabodha, we analyse
proverbs through each of these aspects. This
theory is not only limited to Sanskrit, and we
can apply this theory to other languages as
well. Following are the steps in the process of
cognition.

• Padajñāna - cognition of words of the sen-
tence

• Padārthjnyānm – After identifying the
words of the sentence by their sounds or
by the sequence of alphabets, we under-
stand their meanings.

• vṛtti - ( ṣakti, lakṣaṇā, vyanjanā ) to un-
derstand the meanings of the word we
have to rely on the ṣakti or the primary
meaning or the denotative power. How-
ever, when meanings are incompatible,
we have to go to the secondary meaning
that is lakṣaṇā. Vyañjanā is the sugges-
tive meaning of the sentence. The literal
meaning of an utterance is only a part of
its whole meaning. The suggestive power

helps us to go beyond the primary and the
secondary meaning.

• Saktigraha - We consider different ways of
ṣaktigraha to understand the ṣakti.

• Akaṇkṣā, Yogyatā, Sannidhi - These
are three conditions, meaning mutual
expectancy of words, compatibility of
words and proximity of words respectively.
When these three conditions are fulfilled,
cognition of the text is done successfully.

If a proverb yields to all these aspects, then
we say that the proverb is cognisable through
the theory of Śābdabodha. We illustrate this
process in detail with the help of an example
in Appendix A.

Classification: There are various ways to
classify proverbs. Classification of proverbs by
any criteria is a complicated question, and no
comprehensive and standardized solution ex-
ists. Each type of classification has its validity,
its practical uses, and also its drawbacks. Ku-
usi (1972), a Professor of Finnish and Compar-
ative Folk Poetry Studies and paremiologist
found three aspects, i.e. the idea, structure,
and basic core necessary for the classification
of proverbs. He proposed that the proverbs
with a common idea would be called synony-
mous proverbs, those with the common scheme
would be called proverbs with shared structure
and proverbs with images and phrases having
the same meaning would be called proverbs
with a common basic core. We use and ex-
tend his classification to adapt to Sanskrit and
other languages. We classify proverbs in the
following broad categories. Subcategories will
be explained in Appendix B.

1. Proverb Structure: A proverb is an ex-
pression or a comment on a particular sit-
uation. The lesser the words, the stronger
the essence. Thus the structure of the
proverb has a great significance in convey-
ing the expression effectively.

2. Proverbial Formulae: All languages pos-
sess certain structural formulae that ex-
hibit a high degree of peculiarity towards
the proverb as a linguistic form (Coinnigh,
2015). In Sanskrit proverbs, the follow-
ing proverbial formulae are widely found:
Itah.. tath, yatra.. tatra, yathā.. tathā,
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yādṛṣm.. tādṛṣm, x vā.. y vā, x vā.. y na
vā, na x na y, yah/yā.. sah/sā

3. Themes: Proverbs have a situational sig-
nificance, and hence the circumstances
for which we use proverbs show a wide
range of themes. Therefore, theme be-
comes an essential basis for classification
of proverbs. In ’International type sys-
tem of proverbs’, Matti Kussi provides
a framework of specific themes for clas-
sificational international proverbs. Using
Matti Kussi’s framework as a base, this
ProverbNet will explore and contribute to
the thematic classification of proverbs

Now, after the data is recorded in the data
entry interface, it gets added to the database
after performing several validity checks. We
have modelled the ProverbNet architecture as
a relational database with separate tables for
appropriate data elements. Every data entry
has a distinct reference ID, is the primary key
of the information table, and increments au-
tomatically. We put the single-valued entries,
namely, literal meaning, secondary meaning,
type of proverb, cognition, references, specific
observations, historical specifics, social and
cultural specifics, lingual specifics, and each of
their languages in a single table called the in-
formation table. We store the remainder of
the data elements, i.e. the ones that have
more than one multiplicity, namely proverbs,
suggestive meanings, the process of cognition,
keywords and categories, classification, and ex-
amples in separate tables. This arrangement
of data is a natural choice and benefits the
search algorithm, which we will explain in the
next section.

5 Search

We have designed a search interface (figure 3)
to search for proverbs in the desired language.
The search takes input a single or a multi-word
query in a language specified by the user. The
search interface has a transliteration option to
type in English, and the text automatically
gets transliterated to the selected language. It
also has a virtual keyboard to type in the de-
sired language. On submitting, the interface
sends the search request to the back-end server
for processing. On getting the response, we dis-

play the search results in a convenient format
inspired by the Indo Wordnet (Bhattacharyya,
2010). The search interface has buttons to fil-
ter output proverbs by language. The proverbs
are displayed as cards and have a button to ex-
pand them and display their stored metadata.
It also has a feature to perform an in-depth
search and get more results. Users can also
specify the type of the query to search specific
metadata.

User searches can vary from getting a
proverb by entering a part of it to find the
processes of cognition of proverbs related to a
specific theme. One can search for proverbs by
typing in the entire proverb ( bhavitavyānām
dvārāṇi bhavanti sarvatra |). If they do not
know the entire proverb, they can type a few
words of the proverb as well (bhavitavyānām
bhavanti). If they want to find out a proverb
with a given meaning, they can type the
meaning of the proverb and get the proverbs
that have the entered meaning. The mean-
ing can be literal, secondary or suggestive (No
one can change the destiny, or destiny is in-
evitable). Therefore, ProverbNet acts as a the-
saurus of proverbs as well. One can search for
proverbs containing specific keywords (bhav-
itavya, dvāra) or their categories (fate). To
get complete śloka, or get proverbs written
in specific reference, or get entire proverbs
by a particular author, one can enter the ref-
erence name or the author name (Śhākunta-
lam, Kālidāsa). Users can get proverbs that
have similar processes of cognition, classifica-
tion, and other metadata.

The output of a sample query is shown in
figure 3. The search currently uses a two-step
algorithm to get the relevant output. We as-
sume that the user will generally enter key-
words, classification, or a part of the proverb
as the search query. The first step of the algo-
rithm is to match proverb prefixes (includes
full proverb) with the search query, match
exact keywords or categories, and classifica-
tion. Make individual queries on each table
and collate the results. If there are matches,
return them. If no matches are present, exe-
cute the second step of the search. Another
way to trigger the second step is to click the
button called ’more results’ provided in the
search interface. The second step is to per-
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Figure 3: Search interface

form a broader search. We break the search
query into individual words and remove cer-
tain words (e.g. a, and, the), search each word
in all of the fields of the database, and return
those proverbs not returned in the previous
step. This step yields a more extensive collec-
tion of proverbs, and they are lesser relevant
to the search query than those returned in the
first step. We also have another selector in
the interface that to specify the type of search
query if needed (e.g. meaning, classification)
to get more relevant and narrower search re-
sults. Selecting the option enables search in
only those specific fields.

6 Applications

There are quite a few possible applications
of ProverbNet. ProverbNet can be used as
an online resource for authors and readers
to understand proverbs, as the literal trans-
lation may not lead to a comprehensive under-
standing. Furthermore, The current state-of-
the-art systems fail to translate proverbs cor-
rectly, and there is a need for such a multi-
lingual resource for correct automatic transla-
tion of proverbs. Also, ProverbNet will help
get closer to solving the problem of word sense
disambiguation. ProverbNet can also become
a learning resource as an educational applica-

tion. Finally, ProverbNet will be useful to get
equivalent proverbs in different languages in
one place.

7 Future Work

We are adding proverbs from other languages
to ProverbNet. The design of ProverbNet en-
sures little changes to add newer languages.
We plan to implement deep learning models
to identify proverbs and use ProverbNet for
automatic translation. We are also working
towards clustering the different entries to cre-
ate newer entries, so the equivalent proverbs
in different data entries get clubbed together.
For users having difficulty reading the words in
the language present in the database, we plan
to add automatic transliteration and transla-
tion of metadata in different languages.
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Appendix A: Process of Cognition
Example

Let us apply process of cognition to: Ni-
rastapādape deshe eraṇdopi dṛmāyate |

1. Padjnyānm: Nirastapādape deshe eraṇ-
dopi dṛmāyate

2. padārthjnyānm – After identifying all the
words either by their sounds or by the sequence
of alphabets, next step is to understand their
meanings. The next step is understanding the
vṛtti, i.e. the relation of word and word mean-
ing. To understand the meanings of the word
we have to rely on the ṣakti or the primary
meaning or the denotative power. To under-
stand the ṣakti let us consider the different
ways of ṣaktigraha.
vyākaraṇa - Grammar. drumāyate - gener-
ally in Sanskrit verbs originate from roots like
verb gaccha – root gam, verb yaccha – root da.
However, there are certain verbs created from
Nouns which are called nāmadhātū. They de-
rive a root from a noun which they consider
to be the most suitable, the most appropriate

to convey their thought. drumāyate: takes
the place of a tree, pādapa: it is a compound,
pādai: pibati | (upapada tatpuruṣa) one who
drinks through their legs – a tree which drinks
water through its roots.
koṣa: – Dictionary. nirasta– deprived or void
of,eraṇḍa: castor bean plant. Thus the pri-
mary meaning of the proverb attained by the
abhidhā ṣakti is: In a place where there is no
vegetation, even a castor plant takes the place
of a tree. This would have been called a mere
description of a castor plant. But since we use
the words eraṇdopi dṛmāyate, even a castor
plant takes the place of a tree indicates that
this sentence wants to say something more
than its literal meaning. Thus here abhidhā
ṣakti does not suffice. We have to go to the
next level, i.e. lakṣaṇā or figurative mean-
ing. But before going to the secondary mean-
ing let us examine whether the words in the
given frozen expression satisfy the conditions
of ākaṇkṣā, yogyatā, Sannidhi.

Since words are occurring in immediate se-
quence, condition of Sannidhi ( phonetic con-
tiguity) is fulfilled. In this sentence, we have a
verb, related kartā to that verb and the other
related words also tell us their connection with
the verb. So the condition of ākaṇkṣā syntac-
tic expectancy ) is also fulfilled. In this expres-
sion eraṇd dṛmāyate these two words are in-
compatible. Because the plant of eraṇd grows
up to two to four feet, it is a plant with a small
number of leaves and not the tree. Still, it is
called a tree. Thus these are incompatible with
each other. Though there is no compatibility
of words in this expression, this expression is
not considered meaningless. It is generally ob-
served that many of the proverbs hold incom-
patible words and still express deep meaning.
The deliberate use of incompatible words in
proverbs makes us more attentive towards its
meaning. Now let us move to the secondary
meaning.

3. The primary meaning attained by the de-
notative power does not seem meaningful, so
we consider the next level, i.e. the secondary
meaning or the lakṣaṇā. The secondary mean-
ing of the proverb/ meaning attained by the
lakṣaṇā is : When everyone around is of
mediocre capacity, one with even a few acco-
lades becomes the hero. The secondary mean-
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Figure 4: Classification Example

ing tells us the implied meaning of the proverb.
The same proverb can be uttered in multi-
ple situations by different speakers. Lakṣaṇā
does not cover subjectivism as lakṣaṇā limits
itself to figurative meaning. Hence we have to
go further and find out the suggestive mean-
ing (vyanjanā) expressed through this proverb.
There can be many suggestive meanings de-
pending upon the situation, the intention of
the speaker, the way the listener receives it.

4. Suggestive Meanings: It is quite natu-
ral to compare oneself to his surroundings and
feel a sense of accomplishment. Calling oneself
better than those around, aids only in boost-
ing the ego. If the general average of the com-
pany is kept low, one may not even know there
are bigger things out there in the world. Peo-
ple should raise the bar of self-assessment by
keeping the company of noble people.

5. Cognition of the Proverb: Be an achiever
in harsh surroundings than being the best
amid trivial situations.

Appendix B: Classification of
Proverbs

An example of classification is shown in fig-
ure 4. Following is the detailed explanation of

classification that we use in ProverbNet.

B.1 Structural Classification
1. Sentence Type: Proverbs appear in a
variety of different sentence types; from a
syntactic perspective, these sentences may
be classified into simple, and non-simple (
compound, complex) (Coinnigh, 2015). Sim-
ple sentences are typically simple, declarative,
non-oppositional, and they do not contain
any stylistic markers. E.g. ati sarvatra var-
jayet (affirmative) , amantram akṣram nāsti
(negative). compound/complex sentence are
sentences containing one or more dependent
clauses in addition to the main clause. E.g.
yādṛṣm vapate beejam tādṛṣm labhte falam,
yah kriyāvān s pandith |

2. Sentence Functions: We classify sen-
tences based on the function they perform in
the communication. Proverbs may belong the
following categories.

(a) Advisory/potential – in Sanskrit the po-
tential (vidhyartha) form is used to de-
note advisory function. E.g. ati sarva-
tra varjayet| kaṇtakenaiva kaṇtakam ud-
dharet |
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(b) Rhetoric - A question asked to create a
dramatic effect or to make a point rather
than to get an answer. E.g. kṛshe kasyasti
sauhṛdam? andhasya deepen kim?

(c) Comparative – Denotes comparison be-
tween two objects. In Sanskrit the suf-
fixes we use tara, īyasa, varaṃ to denote
comparison. E.g. Janani janmabhumis-
cha swargādpi gariyasi | Varam sarpo n
durjanah |

(d) Complement ( x is y ) - It is a word,
phrase, or clause that is necessary to com-
plete the meaning of a given expression.
In Complement sentence type of proverb,
we use one object to denote another ob-
ject. E.g. yah kriyāvān sah pandith|
guṇāh pujāsthanam|

(e) Informative sentence – a sentence which
provides general information. E.g. jal-
bindu nipaten kramaṣah puryate ghath|
sāhase shree prativasti|

(f) criticism - proverbs that criticise things,
people, actions, behaviour. E.g. kṛśe
kasyāsti sauhṛdam|

(g) observation - proverbs that contain gen-
eral observations. E.g. Fatātopo
Bhayankarh |

(h) comment - proverbs that provide general
comments, these proverbs can sometimes
also be classified as observations. E.g.
Maunm sarvārthsadhanm|

(i) suggestion - It is an advice, suggestion.
E.g. Mule Kuthār|

B.2 Proverbial Formulae
If applicable, we classify proverbs according to
the following formulae:

1. Itah.. that – ito vyāghrh tato tati

2. yatra.. tatra – yatra yatra dhumo tatra
tatra vahni

3. yathā.. tathā - yathā rājā tathā prajā

4. yādṛṣm.. tādṛṣm - yādṛṣm vapate beejam
tādṛṣm labhte falam

5. x vā.. y vā - naro vā kunjaro vā

6. x vā y.. na vā - dātā bhavti vā na vā

7. na x.. na y - kāmāturaṇām na bhayam na
lajjā

8. yah/yā.. sah/sā - yah kriyāvān sah pan-
dith

It is seen that structurally Marathi proverbs
are comprised of two distinct parts. Very often
a distinct rhyme scheme is seen in these two
parts of a proverb. There is no specific the-
ory that explains the reason for such a rhyme
scheme based structure. However since the
proverbs have their roots in colloquial (oral)
use of language, one may conclude that owing
to the oral nature of proverbs and its brief, con-
cise and crisp structure rhyme scheme might
have been incorporated into proverbs. We
classify proverbs as rhyming or not rhyming,
and following are some examples of rhyming
proverbs.

• ati udār to sadā nadār

• sāpalyamadhye wāgh sāpade, bāyakā
mule māriti khade

• dev tāri tyālā kon māri

• khāin tar tupāshi nāhitar upāshi

• āiji rāṇi bāyji rāṇi, toṇd dhuvāyalā kon
deil pāṇi

B.3 Thematic Classification
(A) Natural Elements: human behaviour ex-

plained through natural elements

(a) water, fire, earth, sea, soil, flora
(b) animals
(c) weather

(B) Cause-Effect Relationship

(a) cause-effect
(b) positive cause leading towards posi-

tive effect
(c) negative cause leading towards nega-

tive effect
(d) negative cause (contribution) leading

towards a positive output

(C) Relativity
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Figure 5: Equivalent proverbs in different languages

(a) one is better than other
(b) one is bigger than other

(D) Concept of Morality

(a) good – bad
(b) pride – humility
(c) youth – old age
(d) noble – wicked
(e) sin – good deed
(f) virtue – vice

(E) Group Behavioural Observations (subject
to morality of the respective community)

(a) quality having a positive connotation
(b) quality having a negative connota-

tion

(F) Human Attitude

(a) optimistic
(b) pessimistic

(G) Human Nature

(a) condemnation: laziness, greed, ego,
selfishness, cowardice, treachery, mis-
ery, foolishness,

(b) praise: hardworking, bravery, patri-
otism, politeness, kindness, generos-
ity, cleverness, truthfulness, dexter-
ity, enterprise, intelligence,

(H) Social Position: Based on,

(a) class: wealth, poverty, money
(b) caste: hierarchy
(c) gender: man-woman relationship
(d) power : strength (powerful/

privileged) – weakness (power-
less/unprivileged)

(I) Universal Truth

(J) Temporal - As most of the Sanskrit
proverbs have their origin from various
verses and various ancient scriptures, this
aspect of classification is essential. We
can have four subdivisions under this
them. They are:

(a) from Vedic scriptures: Four Vedas,
Upaniṣhads, Brāhman, Āraṇyakas

(b) from epics: Rāmāyaṇa and Mahāb-
hārata

(c) from classical literature: plays,
poems of renowned poets, Pan-
chatantra, vidurniti, Kautilya
arthashāstra, triṣatak by Bhṛtṛhari,
subhāshitaratna-bhāndāgāram and
others

(d) modern/ contemporary proverbs: āb-
hāṇakajagannātha

(K) Relationship :

(a) relatives
(b) friends
(c) social relationship
(d) relationship with animals, plants, na-

ture


